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ABSTRACT: Intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) in a multi-
branched push−pull chromophore is a key photophysical process
which is attracting attention due to its relevance to the development
of highly efficient organic light-emitting diodes, but the excited-state
dynamics of multibranched push−pull chromophores is still unclear.
Here, using femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy and
singular value decomposition analysis, we studied the excited state
dynamics of 2,6-bis(diphenylamino)anthraquinone (DPA-AQ-DPA),
which contains two diphenylamino (DPA) groups as electron-donors
(D) and anthraquinone (AQ) as an electron-acceptor (A) and is a
candidate for an efficient red TADF (thermally activated delayed
fluorescence) emitter. The emission of DPA-AQ-DPA exhibits large
Stokes shifts with increasing solvent polarity, indicating that the
emission can be attributed to an ICT process. The charge separated (CS) state formed by ICT undergoes torsional dynamics,
involving twisting between D and A, resulting in the formation of a twisted charge separated state (CStwisting). This twisting reaction
between D and A is accelerated in high-polarity solvents compared with that in low-polarity solvents. Such faster CT-induced
torsional dynamics in high-polarity solvents is explained in terms of the localization of ICT on one of two ICT branches, suggesting
that DPA-AQ-DPA in localized CStwisting formed in high-polarity solvents has two different dihedral angles between a single A group
and two D groups. On the other hand, with increasing solvent polarity, the CS and CStwisting states of DPA-AQ-DPA become
stabilized, making their energy levels considerably lower than that of 3(π,π*), consequently blocking the formation of the triplet
excited state and TADF in a high-polarity solvent such as acetonitrile. By contrast, the energy levels of CS and CStwisting states in a
low-polarity solvent, such as diethyl ether, are higher than that of 3(π,π*), allowing for deactivation into 3DPA-AQ-DPA* through
intersystem crossing. This result indicates that the energy levels of CS and CStwisting states can be adjusted by controlling aspects of the
local environment, such as solvents, so that intersystem crossing can be either inhibited or promoted. In other words, the energy gap
(ΔEST) between the lowest singlet and triplet excited states for DPA-AQ-DPA can be regulated by changing the solvent polarity.

■ INTRODUCTION

Charge transfer (CT) is an essential process occurring in various
biological systems as well as in numerous chemical reactions;
therefore, understanding the CT process is critical for regulating
the reaction pathway. In this regard, intramolecular CT (ICT)
in D−A dyads containing an electron-donor (D) and an
electron-acceptor (A) has been extensively investigated with a
wide variety of experimental and theoretical approaches.1−10

The ICT process in D−A dyads is significantly affected by
solvent polarity and hydrogen bonding with protic polar
solvents, and the molecular geometry in D−A dyads plays an
important role in the formation of a charge separated (CS)
state in the excited state.3,6,10,11 Moreover, in high-polarity
solvents, it has been shown that many D−A dyads in which D
and A units are joined by a single bond undergo twisting in
the dihedral angle between D and A groups accompanied by

ICT; this results in the formation of a twisted intramolecular
charge transfer (TICT) state. Compared to a simple D−A dyad,
ICT in multibranched molecules with two or more linear ICT
moieties is more complicated. For example, a multibranched
push−pull chromophore in a high-polarity solvent tends to
exhibit the localization of ICT on one of two or more ICT
moieties, whereas simple D−A dyads have been shown to
involve delocalized charge separation.
On the other hand, the small energy gap (ΔEST) between the

lowest singlet (S1) and triplet (T1) excited states can allow
up-conversion from T1 to S1 by the absorption of environ-
mental thermal energy, resulting in radiative decay from S1.
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This thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) has been
extensively investigated due to its relevance to the development
of highly efficient organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs).12−21

Recently, it has been shown that many efficient CT complexes
including multibranched push−pull chromophores are excellent
candidates for TADF emitters because of their high internal
quantum efficiencies.12,15,16,19−21 In particular, ICT emitters
with large dihedral angles between D and A groups have been
proposed as excellent candidates for efficient blue, green, and
red TADF emitters that can improve the output efficiency
of optoelectronic devices. Zhang et al. demonstrated that
anthraquinone-based ICT compounds, which have a config-
uration of D-A-D or D-π−A-π-D, exhibit efficient red TADF.12

However, the excited state dynamics of their CT complexes is
still unclear. Here, we investigated the excited state dynamics
of 2,6-bis(diphenylamino)anthraquinone (DPA-AQ-DPA),
which is a candidate for a red TADF emitter, using femto-
second transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy and kinetics
analysis aided by singular value decomposition (SVD). Quinone
compounds with a carbonyl group exist in natural photosynthesis
systems and play an important role as electron and hydrogen
atom acceptors.22−25 DPA-AQ-DPA, which contains two diphenyl-
amino groups (DPA) as D and one anthraquinone (AQ) as A, can
be considered a multibranched molecule with two linear ICT
moieties (Figure 1). The results presented in this study reveal

that structural change, such as twisting between DPA and AQ
moieties, takes place more slowly than the charge transfer
between DPA and AQ. In addition, the faster rate of twisting
between D and A in high-polarity solvents is interpreted in
terms of localized charge separation, suggesting that the two
dihedral angles of DPA-AQ-DPA in a localized CStwisting state
are not the same (θ1 ≠ θ2). We thoroughly discuss the excited
state dynamics of DPA-AQ-DPA and show that the energy gap
(ΔEST) between the lowest singlet (S1) and triplet excited
states for DPA-AQ-DPA can be regulated by changing the
solvent polarity.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the UV−visible absorption and emission spectra
of DPA-AQ-DPA in various solvents. DPA-AQ-DPA shows
absorption bands at 370 and 440 nm due to S0 → S2(π,π*) and

S0 → S1(n,π*) transitions, respectively. The DFT calculation by
Zhang et al. shows that the absorption band corresponding to
the S0 → S1(n,π*) transition has a CT character.12 As shown in
Figures 2 and S1, DPA-AQ-DPA exhibits a broad emission
band with great dependence on solvent polarity. The emission of
DPA-AQ-DPA is weakened and significantly red-shifted as the
solvent polarity increases. The Stokes shifts in cyclohexane and
acetonitrile (MeCN) are determined to be 5870 and 8230 cm−1,
respectively. These large Stokes shifts mean that the emission
comes from the CS state. That is, ICT takes place efficiently
from DPA to AQ even in nonpolar solvents. To understand the
nature of ICT, we plot the Stokes shifts against the orientation
polarizability (Δf) using the Lippert−Mataga equation:26
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where ν̅A and ν̅F are the wavenumbers of absorption and
emission, respectively, ε and n are the dielectric constant and
refractive index of the solvent, respectively, μe − μg (Δμ) is the
difference between the dipole moments of the excited and
ground states, c is the speed of light, h is Planck’s constant, and
a0 is the radius of the Onsager cavity around the fluorophore. As
shown in Figure 2b, the Stokes shifts (νA̅ − νF̅) induced by ICT
change linearly with Δf. From the slope of the plot, the Δμ is
determined to be 12.7 D. Since the μg having a symmetric
structure is effectively zero, the μe is determined to be 12.7 D.
The DFT calculation by Zhang et al. shows that the dihedral

Figure 1. Structure of 2,6-bis(diphenylamino)anthraquinone (DPA-
AQ-DPA). The theoretical calculation shows that DPA-AQ-DPA in
the ground state has dihedral angles of 29° between D and A groups
(θ1 = θ2). (ref 12) The multibranched push−pull chromophore with
two or more ICT moieties exhibits either a localized CS state on one
of the branches or a delocalized CS state over all of the branches.
In this regard, the torsional dynamics induced by a localized CS state
on one of the branches may result in the different dihedral angles
(θ1 ≠ θ2), whereas the torsional dynamics by a delocalized C state over
all of the branches leads to the same dihedral angles (θ1 = θ2).

Figure 2. (a) UV−vis absorption and emission spectra of DPA-AQ-DPA
measured in various solvents. Excitation wavelength is 370 nm.
(b) Lippert−Mataga plot for DPA-AQ-DPA measured in various
solvents: 1, cyclohexane; 2, n-hexane; 3, diethyl ether; 4, THF; 5,
CH2Cl2; and 6, MeCN.
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angle between D and A is larger in the excited state than in the
ground state,12 suggesting that a twisting reaction takes place
in the excited state. Furthermore, our DFT calculations for
DPA-AQ-DPA in diethyl ether and MeCN show similar results
(see Tables S1 and S2 and Figure S2). Based on the DFT
calculations for DPA-AQ-DPA, we speculated that the large
Stokes shifts reflect the twisting reaction of the dihedral angle
between D and A induced by ICT.
To further elucidate ICT, we measured the femtosecond TA

spectra of DPA-AQ-DPA in diethyl ether and MeCN with
330 nm laser excitation, which corresponds to the π,π* transi-
tion. As shown in Figure S3, the TA spectra of DPA-AQ-DPA in
a low-polarity solvent such as diethyl ether consist of a positive
signal at 520−750 nm and a negative signal at around 475 nm.
The latter is due to the ground state bleach (GSB) of DPA-AQ-
DPA. The positive signal at 520−750 nm corresponds to the
excited state absorption (ESA) and is blue-shifted in early time-
delays. All decay profiles monitored at several wavelengths can be
expressed by penta-exponential functions with shared relaxation
times of 0.8 ± 0.1 ps, 3.2 ± 0.1 ps, 136 ± 17 ps, 768 ± 8 ps, and
>3 ns. The last relaxation time is essentially a constant as we
could not precisely determine it because of the limited range of
investigated delay times. DPA-AQ-DPA in a high-polarity solvent
such as MeCN shows a positive band at 520−750 nm with an
absorption maximum at 630 nm and a negative signal at around
475 nm, corresponding to ESA and GSB, respectively (Figure 3).
The positive signal at 520−750 nm is blue-shifted in early time-
delays. All decay profiles monitored at several wavelengths can be
expressed by triexponential functions with shared relaxation
times of 0.5 ± 0.1, 2.6 ± 0.1, and 13.5 ± 0.1 ps.
The earliest kinetic component (0.8 and 0.5 ps in diethyl

ether and MeCN, respectively) can be interpreted as either fast
intersystem crossing (ISC) or internal conversion (IC) from
S2(π,π*) state to S1(n,π*). van Ramesdonk et al.27 reported
that the excited singlet state of 2-substituted AQ is deactivated
to the excited triplet state (3AQ*) through ISC with a rate
constant of 2.5 × 1012 s−1, which is close to those measured in
this study (1.25 and 2.0 × 1012 s−1). However, if the fast dynamics
were due to ISC, a very long-lived component (>3 ns)
corresponding to the excited triplet state (3DPA-AQ-DPA*)
should be observed in both solvents, because the lifetime of the
excited triplet state is generally very long (ca. >10−5s). However,
as shown in Figure 3, the ESA and GSB signals measured in
MeCN decay completely with a time constant of 13.5 ps. This
means that the excited state dynamics of DPA-AQ-DPA in
MeCN is completely finished within tens of ps, indicating that
ISC does not occur in MeCN, a high-polarity solvent. By contrast,
as shown in Figure S3, DPA-AQ-DPA in diethyl ether shows a
very long component (>3 ns) corresponding to the triplet excited
state, implying that 3DPA-AQ-DPA* indeed is formed in a low-
polarity solvent, but its time scale is much slower as will be dis-
cussed later. Thus, we attribute the fast dynamics (0.8 and 0.5 ps
in diethyl ether and MeCN, respectively) to the internal con-
version (IC) from S2(π,π*) state to S1(n,π*). The ISC process
will be further discussed later.
On the other hand, the dynamics of a few picoseconds

(3.2 and 2.6 ps in diethyl ether and MeCN, respectively) exhibit
dependence on solvent polarity and accompany the blue shift of
the excited state absorption as depicted in Figures 3 and S3,
indicating that these dynamics are related to ICT process.
Many CT complexes have shown the following relation:2

τ≅ −kCT s
1

where kCT and τs are the CT rate and the time constant
for solvent reorganization, respectively. This relation can be
expressed also by kCT ≅ τL

−1, because τs is close to τL, the
longitudinal dielectric relaxation time of the solvent, as predicted
by theoretical calculations.28−31 Kosower and Huppert showed
that the ET rate correlates linearly with τL

−1.32 Although the time
constant of 2.6 ps determined in MeCN is slightly far from the τs
value of MeCN (0.4−0.9 ps),33 the dynamics of 3.2 ps observed
in diethyl ether is close to the τL value of diethyl ether (2 ps).34

Thus, we attribute this process, which is dependent on the
solvent polarity, to ICT. After photoexcitation of DPA-AQ-DPA,
CT from DPA to AQ rapidly occurs and results in the formation
of an intramolecular charge separated (CS) state.
Finally, the TA spectra measured in diethyl ether and MeCN

decay within hundreds and tens of ps, respectively, that is,
136 and 768 ps in diethyl ether and 13.5 ps in MeCN.
These relatively slow dynamics compared to the two earliest
dynamics attributed to IC and ICT are thought to reflect charge
recombination (CR) processes. It is worth noting that, as
mentioned above, the CS state of DPA-AQ-DPA in the high-
polarity solvent decays completely with a time constant of
13.5 ps without the formation of 3DPA-AQ-DPA*, whereas in the
low-polarity solvent, a part of the CS state of DPA-AQ-DPA
deactivates to produce 3DPA-AQ-DPA*. Thus, the dynamics of
13.5 ps measured in MeCN can be attributed to the CR process
to the ground state, whereas the slow dynamics measured in
diethyl ether are related to the CR process to the ground state
and the formation of 3DPA-AQ-DPA*. Although it has been
proposed that the lowest triplet excited states of AQ and
2-chloro-AQ have a (n,π*) character,35,36 ISC can occur only
between 1(n,π*) and 3(π,π*) because the transition from
1(n,π*) to 3(n,π*) is forbidden by El-Sayed rules. As shown in

Figure 3. (Top and middle) Transient absorption spectra of
DPA-AQ-DPA in MeCN. Excitation wavelength is 330 nm. (Bottom)
Decay profiles monitored at selected wavelengths (black circle:
480 nm, red circle: 560 nm, orange circle: 630 nm, green circle:
700 nm, and blue circle: 735 nm).
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Figure 3, the absence of ISC in MeCN suggests that the CS
state of DPA-AQ-DPA in a high-polarity solvent is likely to be
energetically lower than that of 3(π,π*) and there is no TADF
process, which in principle can occur because the ISC from CS
state to the triplet excited state can be induced through the
absorption of environmental thermal energy if ΔEST between
the CS and triplet excited states is small. If such a TADF
process occurred, a very long-lived component (>3 ns)
corresponding to the triplet excited state (3DPA-AQ-DPA*)
should be observed in MeCN, but the data show no
triplet−triplet absorption spectrum supporting the formation
of 3DPA-AQ-DPA* (see Figure 3). This result indicates that
the ISC process from the CS state to the triplet excited state by
the absorption of environmental thermal energy does not occur
in a high-polarity solvent such as MeCN. Thus, we suggest that
the energy level of the CS state in the high-polarity solvent is
considerably lower than that of 3(π,π*), resulting in the
inhibition of ISC and TADF. By contrast, the energy level of
the CS state in the low-polarity solvent is higher than that of
3(π,π*), leading to efficient ISC to produce 3DPA-AQ-DPA*.
For DPA-AQ-DPA in the low-polarity solvent, ISC takes place
from 1(n,π*) to 3(π,π*), which is not forbidden by the El-Sayed
rule. These results indicate that the energy level of the CS state
can be adjusted by controlling aspects of the local environment,
such as solvents, so that ISC can be either inhibited or promoted.
Up to now, most efforts to obtain a small ΔEST have been
devoted to the modification of chemical structures of TADF
emitters. However, we show that the energy gap (ΔEST) between
the lowest singlet (S1) and triplet excited states for DPA-AQ-
DPA can be easily regulated by changing the solvent polarity.
As mentioned above, the excited state twisting process of

DPA-AQ-DPA in diethyl ether and MeCN was suggested by
our DFT calculations (see Table S1). Therefore, we speculated
that ICT for DPA-AQ-DPA in both solvents is accompanied
by excited state twisting between D and A groups. To further
elucidate this, we analyze the spectral relaxation associated with
ICT. Most studies on TICT have demonstrated that twisting
between D and A groups in the excited state occurs simulta-
neously with the ICT process. However, several other studies
have suggested that structural change, such as twisting between
D and A groups, proceeds more slowly than the CT process.7,37

In this regard, two mechanisms for the TICT reaction in
DPA-AQ-DPA, as shown in Figure 4a, need to be considered,
namely, the simultaneous (pathway 1) and sequential pathways
(pathway 2). Generally, the formation of CS and TICT states
can be explained by the spectral shift of the TA spectra because
the stabilization of CS and TICT states by interaction with a
solvent induces a blue-shift in the TA spectra. Thus, the peak
wavelength of the TA spectra for DPA-AQ-DPA in MeCN is
plotted as a function of delay times (Figure 4b). The spectral
relaxation is well fitted by a biexponential function with two
time constants of 1.0 ± 0.3 and 7.9 ± 1.0 ps. The dynamics of
1.0 ps corresponds to the spectral relaxation due to the ICT
process from DPA to AQ in the excited state, although the
determined time constant of 1.0 ps is slightly different from that
determined from decay profiles obtained at specific wavelengths
(2.6 ps). Meanwhile, the 7.9 ps time constant is much larger
than the τs value of MeCN.33 Therefore, the spectral relaxation
occurring with a time constant of 7.9 ps can be interpreted as
structural dynamics followed by ICT. According to DFT calcu-
lation by Zhang et al.12 and ours in this work, DPA-AQ-DPA in
the excited state has a larger dihedral angle between D and A
groups than that in the ground state. In this respect, we

attribute the spectral relaxation of 7.9 ps to twisting between
DPA and AQ moieties induced by ICT, resulting in the
formation of a twisted charge separated state (CStwisting).
To confirm the structural dynamics induced by ICT, we

analyze the TA spectra for DPA-AQ-DPA in MeCN using SVD
and kinetics analysis (see the SI). Up to this point, the decay
profiles at several wavelengths in TA data are selected and
analyzed to determine the excited-state dynamics of a molecule
(in this study, five wavelength points of 480, 560, 630, 700, and
735 nm for DPA-AQ-DPA in MeCN and four wavelength
points of 480, 600, 675, and 735 nm for DPA-AQ-DPA in
diethyl ether). In contrast, SVD analysis determines the relaxa-
tion times associated with all the wavelengths of the measure-
ment (in this study, 255 time delay points in the wavelength
range from 450 to 750 nm for DPA-AQ-DPA in MeCN and
diethyl ether as well) by simultaneously fitting the principal
time-dependent singular components (that is, right singular
vectors; rSVs) multiplied by their singular values using a sum
of multiple exponentials sharing common relaxation times.
Therefore, the relaxation times determined by SVD analysis
have a higher global sensitivity but a low local (or wavelength-
specific) sensitivity. The SVD analysis for TA spectra of
DPA-AQ-DPA in MeCN identifies four significant singular
components, indicating the existence of four intermediates.
The respective rSVs multiplied by the corresponding singular
values fitted by tetra-exponential functions sharing common
relaxation times (see Figure S3) show four relaxation times of
0.5 ± 0.1, 1.4 ± 0.4, 8.2 ± 4.2, and 12.9 ± 1.9 ps. The time
constant of 1.4 ps determined by spectral relaxation, SVD, and
kinetics analysis is close to τs values (0.4−0.9 ps) of MeCN.
Based on the fit results of the decay profiles obtained at chosen
wavelengths and spectral relaxation, four relaxation times of
0.5 ± 0.1, 1.4 ± 0.4, 8.2 ± 4.2, and 12.9 ± 1.9 ps are assigned to

Figure 4. (a) Schematic of twisted intramolecular charge transfer of
DPA-AQ-DPA. The red-shaded circles indicate two ICT moieties.
(b) Spectral relaxation for DPA-AQ-DPA measured in MeCN.
The spectral relaxation is well fitted by the biexponential function
with two time constants of 1.0 ± 0.3 and 7.9 ± 1.0 ps. Theoretical
fitting curve is shown as red solid line.
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IC, the formation of a CS state via ICT, twisting between
D and A to form CStwisting, and the CR process to the
ground-state, respectively. To confirm our interpretation, we
carried out a kinetic analysis using the following reaction scheme:

π π π→ * → * ⎯ →⎯⎯ ⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯

⎯→⎯

S S ( , ) S (n, ) CS CS

S

hv
0 2

IC
1

ICT twisting
twisting

CR
0

As a result, we found that the excited-state dynamics of
DPA-AQ-DPA in the high-polarity solvent is well repro-
duced by the sequential kinetic model. Figure 5 shows the
species-associated spectra and population changes for four inter-
mediates, S2(π,π*), S1(n,π*), CS state, and CStwisting state.
As shown in Figure 5a, ICT occurring with a time constant of

1.4 ps induces a spectral blue-shift from 633 to 625 nm.
Meanwhile, the twisting in the dihedral angle between D and A
occurring with a time constant of 8.2 ps accompanies the spectral
blue-shift from 625 to 618 nm. We note that the possibility cannot
be ruled out that the torsional dynamics takes place simultaneously
with ICT and continues even after ICT is completed.
For the TA spectra of DPA-AQ-DPA in diethyl ether, the SVD

analysis shows five significant singular components. From the
exponential fit for rSVs multiplied by the corresponding singular
values and kinetics analysis, the following reaction scheme of
DPA-AQ-DPA in the low-polarity solvent is suggested:

As a result, we determined the five relaxation times of 1.3 ±
0.4 ps, 2.4 ± 0.5 ps, 26 ± 7 ps, 1.3 ± 0.7 ns, and 2.2 ± 0.9 ns,
corresponding to IC, the formation of a CS state via ICT,
twisting between D and A to form a CStwisting state, ISC to

3(π,π*), and the CR process to the ground-state, respectively.
Again, we cannot rule out the possibility that the torsional
dynamics takes place simultaneously with ICT and continues
even after ICT is completed. The time constants of 1.3 and 2.2 ns
are different from those (136 and 768 ps) determined from
decay profiles monitored at several wavelengths. This difference
is probably due to the different analysis method used. As men-
tioned above, the relaxation times determined by SVD and
kinetic analysis have a higher global sensitivity but a low local
(or wavelength-specific) sensitivity. Therefore, we explained
the excited state dynamics of DPA-AQ-DPA using five time
constants determined from SVD analysis.
Here, it is noteworthy that the twisting between D and A

occurs even in the low-polarity solvent, diethyl ether. This
interpretation is supported by the large Stokes shift observed in
diethyl ether (6637 cm−1), DFT calculation by Zhang et al.12

and ours in this work. Hynes suggested that, although the
reaction coordinate for general TICT is the solvent, bianthryl
with a pretwisted structure in the ground state can reduce the
need for further twisting in the excited state.38 Therefore, we
suggest that the twisting between D and A in the low-polarity
solvent is probably facilitated by its pretwisted structure.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure S5, the twisting in the
dihedral angle between D and A occurring with a time constant
of 26 ps accompanies the spectral blue-shift from 680 to 663 nm.
The twisting between D and A in diethyl ether with a low
viscosity is much slower than in MeCN with a relatively high
viscosity (τtwisting in diethyl ether: 26 ps and τtwisting in MeCN:
8.2 ps). Generally, torsional dynamics, such as TICT, becomes
slow as the solvent viscosity increases. However, the torsional
dynamics of DPA-AQ-DPA in the excited state shows the
opposite behavior, indicating that the twisting in the dihedral
angle between D and A is not influenced by a solvent dynamical
frictional effect. Li et al. proposed that the symmetry of multi-
branched push−pull chromophores is preserved in low-polarity
solvents, leading to a delocalized CS state over all of the branches,
whereas the symmetry is broken in highly polar solvents,
resulting in a localized CS state on one of the branches.6

In addition, they showed that, in multibranched chromophores,
the localization of CS on one of the branches leads to faster
solvent-coupled CS state relaxation.6 Bhaskar et al. also showed
that in a multibranched chromophore, the localized CS state in
MeCN rapidly decays to a conformationally stabilized CS state,
a so-called TICT state.39 From this point of view, the difference
between the torsional dynamics of DPA-AQ-DPA in low-polarity
solvents and that in high-polarity solvents can be interpreted
by the delocalization/localization of charge separation in
DPA-AQ-DPA. That is, the faster rate of twisting between D
and A for DPA-AQ-DPA in MeCN is due to the localization of
ICT on one of the branches. Based on the delocalization/
localization of charge separation in DPA-AQ-DPA, we hypo-
thesize that DPA-AQ-DPA in a localized CStwisting state formed
in high-polarity solvents has two different dihedral angles
between a single A group and two D groups, whereas
DPA-AQ-DPA in a delocalized CStwisting state formed in low-
polarity solvents has the same dihedral angles.
On one hand, the rate of ISC for DPA-AQ-DPA in diethyl

ether is significantly slower than those for organic aromatic
carbonyl compounds.40−46 For example, the rates of ISC in
benzophenone (28 ps in ethanol)45 and 1-amino-AQ (∼10 ps
in MeCN)46 are generally very rapid, resulting in no fluo-
rescence. As shown in Figure 2a, however, DPA-AQ-DPA in
the low-polarity solvent shows a moderate emission intensity.

Figure 5. Species-associated spectra (a) and population changes
(b) for four intermediates, S2 (π,π*), S1 (n,π*), CS state, and CStwisting
state for DPA-AQ-DPA in MeCM.
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The emission lifetime in diethyl ether is determined to be
3.2 ns (Figure S6), which is close to the rate of CR to
S0 (2.2 ns) within the experimental error. This result implies
that the lifetime of the excited singlet state of DPA-AQ-DPA
is longer than those of organic aromatic carbonyl compounds,
supporting slow ISC.

■ CONCLUSION
The excited state dynamics of DPA-AQ-DPA has been
investigated using femtosecond TA spectroscopy and SVD
analysis. The proposed excited state relaxation dynamics for
DPA-AQ-DPA in low-polarity and high-polarity solvents are
shown in Figure 6 based on the spectral and kinetics analysis.

The CS state formed by ICT undergoes torsional dynamics
corresponding to the twisting reaction between D and A.
This CT-induced torsional dynamics is not influenced by a
solvent dynamical friction effect because of the crucial
pretwisted structure of DPA-AQ-DPA. Furthermore, the faster
rate of twisting between D and A in MeCN is likely due to the
localization of ICT on one of the branches. On the other
hand, in a high-polarity solvent, such as MeCN, the formation
of 3DPA-AQ-DPA* was not observed, indicating that, with
increasing solvent polarity, the energy levels of the CS and
CStwisting states of DPA-AQ-DPA become low, resulting in a
considerably lower energy level in comparison to that of
3(π,π*), thereby blocking the ISC process to triplet state and
TADF. On the contrary, the energy levels of the CStwisting states
of DPA-AQ-DPA in a low-polarity solvent are higher than that
of 3(π,π*), leading to efficient ISC to produce 3DPA-AQ-DPA*.
This result indicates that the energy level of the CStwisting state
can be adjusted by means of controlling aspects of the
local environment, such as solvents, so that ISC can be either
inhibited or promoted. The results presented herein can expand

our understanding of the excited state dynamics of CT com-
plexes considered as TADF emitters.
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